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About This Game

An original and challenging survival arcade game about colors!

Your Chromacore is stranded in the depths of space and the only way to survive is to show to the universe the True Rainbow
Power!

Combining speed, action, and emotion (and some rage), Chromatic will let you unleash your awesome gaming skills through a
fantastic, but dangerous adventure in space-time.

To survive, your goal is to disintegrate the vicious hazards by selecting the opposite color of your enemies.

Use your Chromabeam to quickly wipe out all the dangers and be rewarded with huge combos!

Reach your eye tolerance limit and be proud (or not) of your score!

Fight against badass bosses that will push you to use your best strategies to win.

Will you have the courage to deal with that challenge where your unique allies are colors ?

Or double the fun and call a friend to help you with the badass Chroma-Missile Launcher !
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Have fun with this colorful Indie game. It's made with nothing but love! <3

 Features

Over 40 thrilling Achievements to unlock

Incoming trading cards support

Double the fun and play with a friend in Coop mode

Mouse and Gamepad support (XBOX controller, Sony DualShock, Steam Controller ...)

Features 50+ different hazards randomly generated but organized in difficulties over time

Includes epic boss fights to challenge your skills

Action, emotions and high level of intense progressive gameplay

A nostalgy game to play again and again to improve your World Rank in the Leaderboards
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Title: Chromatic
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Marc-Antoine Jacob
Publisher:
MAJ Studio
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2017
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Izzy is a cuck. This is a true classic, if you ask me. Heck, I played this so much when I had a Wii. Even saw the first movie..
spent my time jumping from a prone position and spinnin round like a helicopter bought to♥♥♥♥♥♥♥take off, shankin
skeletons, gettin shanked by skeletons, wailing on some deers legs, un sheating and sheathing while holdin nothing and stabbin
me mate, yeh had a nice time mate
thicc/10. This robot is unreasonably cute.

Also the came controls well, has distinctive and pleasant visuals, and satisfying explosions.. I was totally addicted to this game
for a few days.. Beat this game in 2 hours. It's a fun little romp and I got it for 66% off from a steam badge otherwise I'd have
never found it. Some levels are much more challenging than others. I probably spent 30 minutes on the last level alone. Fun little
pick up for a time waster and easy 100% for achievements.

I did notice some hitbox issues on levels with more things going on. Plenty attempts I died to cannon shots that didn't hit me.
They're slight and don't keep you from being able to complete the game. Still quite fun to test your patience and peripheral
vision. If you can keep track of more than 5 things going at once you won't have any problem beating this thing.. This game is
pretty wonderful but if the game was more "lineer", I'd love it more.. Real nice game GG 10/10
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It's a cool and interesting game with a neat and fitting soundtrack. There's some frustration and difficulty to it that adds to the
tense and sometimes abrasive atmosphere to make for a pleasantly unsettling, uncomfortable experience. Well worth a couple of
hours of time as a silly and fun little thing to experience.. It's weird how this DLC with these gorry kills came on the 1st of june
which ironically in my country is Children's day.(P.S I love these kills). only just started but great game, easy to pick up anyone
with Fifa or Madden experience could pick this up quickly.. Hosted by Schmitty, one of the better hosts of the series. Based on
the YDKJ 2 engine with some very inspired new assets.. A fun concoction of Capitalism3 x Tropico set in middle east!

At first i was pretty skeptical at the look of things and it seemed slightly shallow, but as i played the depth of gameplay was
slowly unraveled. Its simplified, but actually very fun and rewarding. Plenty of valid playstyles by the looks of it, somewhat
randomised starting conditions for assuring of the replay value, aswell as rewards for previously 'won' games.

Some thing are not clear to me, like i was never able to ' win ' a speech, even tho those were the actual things my country needed
the most. There is 1 resource lacking in gameplay by the looks of it ( in one game start i didnt have anyone selling precious
metals). Cant seem to interract with UN either. I probably just missed something or didnt play enough.

This genuinely feels like a pretty damn fun game for people who enjoy this kinda thing, - sitting in an office, managing the
country. Im just getting started with this one but i already want to see more from these developers. There are far too few good
games like this to pass this one.
. this game is so cute and fun! love chibi games. can friendly community of players. Beautiful map. Very fun and plenty of
interesting challenges to complete. Little more tricky than previous episodes although this game is essentially trial and error
anyway. It's worth the investment.. This is just the same as the other LUXOR games but i have to say i do not reccomed this
game, it hurts my eyes the light colours move and make me see trails of luminous colours where there is nothing to see, it need
to be solid coours in my opion other people may like this because of the unique game it creates but for me i hve to say avoid,
especially if you do have issues with bright colour hurting your eyes,
the game its self follows suit off all the others so if you plaed luxor and you want to give this a shot hey it up to you,
i find if you dont have fun with a gme there just not point in playing it.
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